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PREFACE

The systematic exploration of the Bineka and Gautampur terrain has revealed

the presence of 59 rock shelters.  Bineka  block is located at the eastern most

corner of the study area (Refer Plate VII-1, page 143, Vol-2).  They are 41 in

numbrs out of which 28 are painted one.  The Gautampur block is located adjacent to

Lakha Jaur west. (Refer Plate VII-06,  page 145, Vol.-2)  It is the western most block of

the study area.  There are only 18 shelters present in the block, out of which 15 shelters

are painted.

Under the geotechnical investigation of the site, attempts have been made to record the

status of the existing shelters under different parameters.  Based on these parameters the

geotechnical evaluation has been made and remedical measures wherever possible have

been suggested. All the shelters have been assigned number and have been mapped and

are shown on Shelter Distribution Map.

The important parameters relevant for evolving conservation measures, are status of

weathering, state of preservation, stability, seepage, joints and status of damages.

Comments have also been given on status of painting in terms of color, type, its preservation

and effect of microbial growth on them and vegetation growth.  Photographs of some of

the shelters have been provided to illustrate the various hazards associated with the shelters.
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1. TOTAL SHELTERS 41

2. PAINTED SHELTERS 28

3. GEOTECHNICALY EVALUATED NIL
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Sl. No. Parameter Details

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No.  ---

3. Facing direction (opening) West

4. Location *w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ Near ground at gentle slope.

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-

2.0m, Depth-2.0m, Depth of

caving along bedding plane-1.5m

6. Type of shelter: Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled by clay and

scree  on which traces of water

action  seen

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ ---

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sandstone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

BINEKA GROUP OF ROCK SHELTERS

Rock Shelter No.B-1

*w.r.t. - with respect to
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15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / J1-N70 E/V, tight

filling material / tree growth. J2-N 30 W/V, tight

16. Staus of weathering Fresh rock

17. Status of Seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Scanty

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green orange, grey, black

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

2. Seepage along joints 2. Joints to be sealed.
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill scarp

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-5.0-6.0m, Height from ground-

1.5m, Depth-2.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-4.0m tunnel type

caving

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Rocky base with thin scree cover

8. Ceiling Shape: semicircular, triangular, Irregular

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very ---

good/ good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

Rock Shelter No.B-2
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15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N100W/V, (open up to 1.0m with

material/tree growth. deep opening)

J2-N 800E/V,

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure if Stable (shelter detached by open joints

any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane) showing in boulder form)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green orange, yellow, grey,

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) black and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Anthropogenic: man made sketching

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll back water.
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle top of the hill scarp

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.5mm, Height from ground-

2.0m, Depth-2.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-1.5m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description Floor of shelter filled by clay on which

traces of water action seen

8. Ceiling Shape Irregular

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ ---

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Purplish medium grained sand stone, –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N-S/V, (open up to 20cm with

material/ tree growth. deslabbing)

Rock Shelter No.B-3
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock. Scaling and

crumbling along bedding plane

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable (deslabbing block along joints)

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

2. Seepage along joints 2. Joints to be sealed.
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill scarp

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.5mm, Height from ground-

2.5m, Depth-3.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-3.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter rocky filled with scree

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative / line drawing ---

(hunting / dancing / fighting / domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ ---

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Purplish medium grained sand stone,–

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ 1. Bedding Joint-E-W

tree growth. 2. S0-E-W/50 North

Rock Shelter No.B-4
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock. Scaling and

flaking on ceiling and wall and

crumbling along bedding plane.

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-5

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-5

3. Facing direction (opening) South-South East

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill scarp

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-

2.0m, Depth-3.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-2.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with scree

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Very few painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Faint and unrecognizable

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/Poor poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. – pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N200 W/V (open up to 50cm

tree growth. forming wedge failure)

J2-N75W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock

17. Status of  Seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable (open up to 50cm forming

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane) wedge failure)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Cave

Flaking

Failure scarp

Cave

Photo No. B-5

Photo No. B-11

Shelter No. B-5: Cave Type

Shelter No. B-11: Cave Type
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South-West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill scarp

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.25m,

Depth-2.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-2.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor uneven and filled with scree.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/poor. ---

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-E- W/100 N

tree growth. J2-N-S/V (open up to 50cm forming

deslabbing block

Rock Shelter No.B-6
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) Two sided facing South and East

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill scarp

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension 1-South.W/L-5.0m, Height from ground

-1.25m, Depth-2.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-2.0m

2-East.W/L-3.0m Depth-3.5m Height

from ground 1.0m

6. Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/ cantilever/ Cave/ cantilever type

Hood type/ Multiple Hood/ Tunnel etc.

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with debris and scree

material.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Irregular

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/ Poor

poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Purplish –pinkish, thickly bedded,

composition, cement, etc. massive,hard  and siliceous, medium grained

and siliceous sand stone

Rock Shelter No.B-7
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14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N20- W/V

material/tree growth. (forming deslabbing block)

16. Weathering on wall/ crown/ bottom Slightly weathered.

2-scaling/ flaking/ crumbling along bedding

or bedding joint plane

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen- Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and

green, yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-8

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On middle of the hill scarp

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-3.0m,

Depth- 2.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter clean with rock surface

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Irregular

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, Purplish -

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding
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15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N-S/V

material/ tree growth. J2-E-W/V tight

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-9

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill near scarp

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-2.0-3.0m, Height from ground-

1.5m, Depth-1.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter ---

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter rocky and filled with

scree and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

 good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained, purplish - pinkish,

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and

siliceous, sand stone

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding
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15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N 60E /70 S

tree growth. (curvilinear, open and detached)

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered rock. Scaling,

flaking on ceiling and wall and

crumbling along bedding plane.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, orange,

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) black and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-10

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) North-West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill near scarp

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-0.75m,

Depth-3.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.5m

6. Type of shelter Cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with clay and grass

8. Ceiling Shape Concave and irregular

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained , purplish – pinkish

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous, sand stone

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ No joint

tree growth.

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.
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17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-11

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-11 (Page No. 13)

3. Facing direction (opening) All side facing South, West and East

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.0-6.0m, Height from ground-

1.0m, Depth-3.0m, Depth of caving

along bedding plane-2.0m

Opening from one side to other side

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Good Floor or platform of shelter filled

with scree material.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Faint and unrecognizable

(hunting/dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Wild Bison

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange and Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding
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15. Joints, fractures (trend / opening / filling No joint

material / tree growth.

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling on ceiling

and wall.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-12

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-12

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill (near scarp face)

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-10.0m, Height from ground-2.0-

3.0m, Depth-5.0m,

Opening from one side to other side

6. Type of shelter Cave cum cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with scree and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/poor. Poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/opening/filling material/ No joint

tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling and

flaking on ceiling of crown and wall

and deslabbing along bedding plane.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure if Stable

any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Block in
danger of
falling

Rock mass
failure scarp

Cave

Photo No. B-12

Photo No. B-13

Shelter No. B-12: Cave Cum Cantilever

Shelter No. B-13: Cave Cum Cantilever
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Rock Shelter No.B-13

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-13 (Page No. 28)

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill (scarp face)

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-9.0m, Height from ground-2.0-

2.5m, Depth-3.0m,

6. Type of shelter Cave cum cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with some scree

and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Faint and unrecognizable

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Dominant white crèmes primitive

colour, Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor and very primitive paintings

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ Bedding joint

tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-14

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-14

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill (scarp face)

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-9.0m, Height from ground-1.5m,

Depth-1.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter rocky filled with scree

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Concave

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence (W/WO) With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Very few, faint and unrecognizable

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ Bedding joint-E-W/50 North

tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Moderately weathered rock.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Photo No. B-14

Photo No. B-18

Shelter No. B-14: Cave Type

Seepage
marks

Shelter No. B-18: Cave Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-15

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) Two sided facing South-West and East

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of the hill (scarp face)

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension 1-S-W.W/L-4.0m, Height from

ground-2.0m, Depth-3.0m,

2- East W/L-2.5m, Depth-2.0m Height

from ground 1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor filled with thin debris cover.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Animals

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural (Very primitive)

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Dominant white crèmes primitive

colour, Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/poor. Poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding
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15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100- W/V

tree growth. J2-N600 E/V

(Open and forming deslabbing block)

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Deslabbing along

bedding joint.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Unstable (by intersection of joints

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane) forming deslabbing block)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) black and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-16

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle of scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-1.5m,

Depth-5.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Very good floor neat and clean

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Crown ceiling shallow pitted.

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Animals-Lion, horse, domestic animals

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural and cultural activities.

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Dominant white crèmes primitive colour,

orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/poor. Poor-Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/E 800

tree growth. Tight on floor
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16. Status of weathering Highly weathered. Scaling, flaking on

ceiling wall and crumbling.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure if Stable

any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24.  Any other information Very good shelter, thin snake like

drainage made by ancient people on

platform as appear water drainage during

rainy season.
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Rock Shelter No.B-17

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle top of the scarp face)

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-2.5m,

Depth-2.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave cum cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Platform or floor of shelter filled with

scree and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting (very few)

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing- A tall ancient man, other

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural faint and unrecognizable

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/ E 800

tree growth. Open upto 30cm, tree growth
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable (tree growth in joint)

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Poor

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-18

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1.  Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-18 (Page No. 33)

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On lowest portion of scarp face(near

slope/ gentle slope) ground)

5. Dimension W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-4.0m,

Depth-4.0m,

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor rocky and filled with debris and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Crown ceiling flat, not pitted.

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing- domestic animals and

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural ancient people.

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Dominant white crèmes primitive

colour, orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Very good.

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N 10 W/V (tight )

tree growth. J2-E-W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Good

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) black and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic: man made sketching.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

21. Any other information Lot of anthropogenic activities.
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Rock Shelter No.B-19

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-19

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On lower-middle of scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0-9.0m, Height from ground-2.0-

2.5m, Depth-2.0m-3.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor rocky filled with debris and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Ceiling of crown is flat and irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Very few painting and unrecognizable

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red, orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N250E/SV (tight)

tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Moderately weathered. Scaling, flaking

on ceiling and wall.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Cave

Photo No. B-19

Photo No. B-20

Shelter No. B-19: Cave Type

Orange lichen

Shelter No. B-20: Cave / Cantilever Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-20

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-20 (Page No. 44)

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-1.25m,

Depth-1.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-2.0m

Opening from one side to other side.

6. Type of shelter Cave/cantilever

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Base of shelter rocky

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat and irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - few painting

(hunting/dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Animals and ancient people with bow

activities/ wild or domestic animals). & arrow

11. Colour used Orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ Wide opening along bedding - joint

tree growth. plane
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling, flaking on

ceiling and wall.

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ through Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water
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Rock Shelter No.B-21

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On top of the hill scarp

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-11.0m, Height from ground-1.25m,

Depth- 3.5m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled with scree and grass

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Flat.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ ---

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish–pinkish

composition, cement, etc. and thickly bedded, massive, hard siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N 300 E/V (open and deslabbing block)

material/ tree growth. J2-N 700 W/V
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16. Status of weathering Fresh to slightly weathered. Deslabbing

along ceiling.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ Stable

failure if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing,

plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Shelter formed by subsidence of block along

bedding joint plane forming platform or base.
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Rock Shelter No.B-22

Sl. Parameter Details
No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On middle- top of the hill scarp

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-10.0m, Height from ground-1.0-2.0m,

Depth-2.5m, Depth of caving along bedding

plane-3.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Smooth rocky floor

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Flat

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ ---

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard and

siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-E- W/V (on floor)

material/ tree growth. J2-N100 W/V

Bedding joint and S0- plane-N 70W/80North
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-23

Sl. Parameter Details
No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-23

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-6.5m, Height from ground-2.0m,

Depth-4.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-0.50m

6. Type of shelter Boulder cum cave

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform rocky base filled with

thin cover of scree material

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - very few painting,

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or faint and damage

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals). Animals and Ancient people with Bow

& arrow

11. Colour used White ,Red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/V

tree growth. Bedding joint and S0- plane-N 750

W/80 North
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ Stable

failure if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Good

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen- Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey

green, yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Photo No. B-23

Photo No. B-25

Shelter No. B-23: Boulder / Cave Type

Rocky floor

Shelter No. B-25: Cave Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-24

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-24A & B

3. Facing direction (opening) West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On top of hill as a remnant boulder

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-3.0m, Height from ground-1.5m,

Depth-2.0m Depth of caving along bedding

plane- 3.5m tunnel type caving with opening

from one side to other side

6. Type of shelter Cave cum tunnel type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform or base of shelter

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Uneven with concave shaped cavities.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - very few painting,

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or unrecognizable, faint and damage

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red, orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –pinkish,

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling ---

material/ tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey, and fungi

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi)

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Photo No. B-24B

Photo No. B-24A

Shelter No. B-24: Cave / Tunnel Type

Shelter No. B-24: Cave / Tunnel Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-25

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-25 (Page No. 53)

3. Facing direction (opening) South-West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On plateau of the hill

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-3.5m, Height from ground-

0.5m, Depth-1.5m,

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Smooth rocky floor with thin scree cover.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Concave and irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence Without painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing ---

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used ---

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone,

composition, cement, etc. purplish –pinkish, thickly bedded,

massive, hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N300 W/V (on floor)

material/ tree growth.

16. Status of weathering on Slightly weathered. Scaling and

flaking on ceiling and wall.
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17. Status of seepage on Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable (western part already

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane) collapsed along N-S joint

19. Vegetations growth around ---

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good Good, Lichen-green, yellow, grey, black

and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater,

moisture and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be

evolved for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-26

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top-middle of hill scarp

slope/gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-3.0m, Height from ground-1.5m,

Depth-2.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Rocky base filled with thin scree.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - very few painting,

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural unrecognizable, faint

activities/ wild or domestic animals). (Ancient people with cultural activities)

11. Colour used Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N 100 E/V

tree growth. J2-N 800 W/V

Bedding joint and S0- plane-N 75 W/80

North
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16. Weathering on wall/ crown/ bottom Slightly weathered. Crumbling along

2-scaling/ flaking/ crumbling along bedding or bedding plane.

bedding joint plane

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Deslabbing along bedding plane

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Good

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good     Good, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey

and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-27

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) Two sided facing South- South West and

South East

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle of hill scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension 1-S-SW.W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-

1.0m, Depth-4.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-3.0m

2-S-E.W/L-8.0m Height from ground

1.4m,Depth-1.5m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Rocky floor with thin scree cover

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Irregular, uneven-shallow pitted

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - faint

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Ancient people with cultural activities,

activities/ wild or domestic animals). horse with dancing people

11. Colour used Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.
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14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N100 E/V

material/ tree growth. J2-N800W/V

(Tight, on floor)

16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling and flaking on

ceiling.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good Good,Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

black and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Elongated shelter with good floor of shelter.
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Rock Shelter No.B-28

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle- top of vertical scarp face
slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-20m, Height from ground-2.0m,
Depth-3.0m Depth of caving along
bedding plane-2.0m

6. Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/ cantilever/ Hood Cantilever type
type/ Multiple Hood/ Tunnel etc.

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform which traces
 of water action seen.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Concave
flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing -
(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Animals and Ancient people with Bow
activities/ wild or domestic animals). & arrow

11. Colour used Orange and Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish
composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14.  Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular
colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/V (open upto 20 cm with
tree growth. tree growth)

J2-N 800 W/V
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16. Status of weathering Highly weathered. Scaling and

flaking on ceiling and wall and

crumbling along bedding plane.

17. Status  of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Unstable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Inaccessible

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen- Good, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey

green) yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-29

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/plateau/mod. On top of middle scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-2.0m,

Depth-5.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cantilever cum cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform or base of shelter on

which traces of water action.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Concave

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing - faint

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Animals -may be goat

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/V (open upto 5 cm with

tree growth. deslabbing block)

J2-N 800 W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Inaccessible

21. Microbial growth-Excellent / good Good, Lichen- green, yellow , orange,
grey and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors
involve like acidic rainwater, moisture
and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:
1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Elongated shelter
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Rock Shelter No.B-30

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of middle vertical scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0-9.0m, Height from ground-

1.3m, Depth-2.0m Depth of caving

along bedding plane-2.0m

6. Type of shelter Cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform which traces of water action.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Concave and irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing – 9to 11 ancient people

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural going in queue with some types of

activities/ wild or domestic animals). weapons

Animals –elephant, rat, barasingha

11. Colour used Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/V (open upto 5 cm with

tree growth. deslabing block)

J2-N 800 W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Inaccessible

21. Microbial growth-Excellent / good Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange,
grey and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors
involve like acidic rainwater, moisture
and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & assessment : Remedial measures:
1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Elongated shelter
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Rock Shelter No.B-31

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No.  ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle- top of vertical scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-1.5m,

Depth-2.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Rocky base with thin scree cover

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing –hunting scenes

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Animals –fox and deer.

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/V (open upto 5 cm with

tree growth. deslabbing block)

J2-N 800 W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Crumbling along

bedding plane.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Unstable, deslabbing along bedding

if any toppling, wedge, deslabbing, plane) plane

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Inaccessible

21. Microbial growth-Excellent/good Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Elongated shelter
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Rock Shelter No.B-32

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On middle- top of vertical scarp face

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-10.0m, Height from ground-1.0

m, Depth-1.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cantilever type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Low platform or base of shelter on

which traces of water action.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Irregular and pitted

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing with ancient people

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange and haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish

composition, cement, etc. –pinkish, thickly bedded, massive,

hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N100 E/V (open upto 20 cm with

tree growth. deslabing block)

J2-E- W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Inaccessible

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Elongated shelter
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Rock Shelter No.B-33

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-33

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-1.5 m,

Depth-2.5m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-3.0m

6. Type of shelter Pedestal type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Uneven rocky floor filled with debris

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Concave and pitted.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing – very few paintings, faint

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural and damaged, unrecognizable.

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard and

siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/V (on floor medium size growth of

tree growth. Ficus tree along bedding - joint plane)

J2-E- W/V
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure if Stable

any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good Good Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic (man made sketching).

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Shelter standing as a remnant isolated rock

boulder, Saucer shaped shelter with all side

facing, opening from one side to other side.
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Pitted surface

Seepage mark

Photo No. B-33

Photo No. B-34

Shelter No. B-33: Pedestal Type

Bedding joint

Shelter No. B-34: Pedestal Type Saucer Shaped
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Rock Shelter No.B-34

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-34 (Page No. 75)

3. Facing direction (opening) South and South -West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-1.0 m,

Depth-2.0m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.5m

6. Type of shelter Pedestal type (saucer shaped)

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter is very good, neat and clean.

8. Ceiling Shape: Uneven and pitted

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing – few, faint and

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural unrecognizable animals

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor. Poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/V(tight)

tree growth. J2-E- W/ 800 South
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling and

flaking on ceiling and wall.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic (man made sketching).

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-35

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-35

3. Facing direction (opening) North-West

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-2.0m, Height from ground-1.0 m,

Depth-1.5m Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Smooth and rocky with scree boulders.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Crown ceiling is uneven and shallow

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval. pitted.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Unrecognizable line drawing

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural

activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange, haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular

colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/V (open 50 to 80 cm Large size

tree growth. growth of Ficus tree along joint plane)

J2-E- W/ V (tight)
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling and flaking

on ceiling and wall and crumbling

along bedding plane.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Unstable (due to large size growth of

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane) Ficus tree along joint plane)

19.  Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Excellent, Lichen-green, yellow, orange,

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) grey and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors

involve like acidic rainwater, moisture

and temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic (man made sketching).

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Stabilizing of shelter 1. Suitable method should be evolved to

stabilize the broken rock mass.

2. Roots along the bedding plane

should be removed and joint to be

properly sealed.

24. Any other information Shelter formed due to tilting of boulder.
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Photo No: VII B 8A

Tilted
boulder

Root
penetration
along
bedding
joint

Photo No. B-35

Photo No. B-38

Shelter No. B-35: Cave Type

SHELTER N B 38 PEDESTAL TYPE

Bedding joint

Shelter No. B-38: Pedestal Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-36

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) North-West and West(all side facing)

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-1.5 m,

Depth-3.0m, Depth of caving along

bedding plane-1.0m Opening from one

side to other side.

6. Type of shelter Pedestal type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Flat rocky floor with thin debris cover

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Uneven and pitted.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Faint line drawings damaged by roll back

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or water. Dancing scenes

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/poor

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish–pinkish

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N-S/V large size tree.

tree growth. J2-E- W/ V (tight, on floor)
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16. Status of weathering Slightly weathered. Scaling and flaking on

ceiling and wall.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure if Stable (tilted boulder form)

any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic: man induced worship

sindur etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Shelter standing as water boat.
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Rock Shelter No.B-37

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau or flat hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-1.0 m,

Depth-3.5m, Depth of caving along bedding

plane-2.0m, caving is cavity type

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Floor of shelter filled by clay on which

traces of water action seen.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Uneven and pitted.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Decorated.

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or Animal- two or three wild Bison.

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/good/poor Poor to Good

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding, Ripple marks at floor.

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling material/ J1-N600 E/V (tight )

tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Highly weathered. Scaling and flaking

on ceiling and wall.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable due to large size growth of Ficus

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane) tree along bedding joint plane and at

base it has fractured.

19. Vegetations growth around Good: Neem, Ficus (Bargad tree)

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi.

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

rainwater, moisture and temperature changes etc. like acidic, Anthropogenic: man induced

worship sindur etc. and sketching.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-38

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any KT-2

2. Photo Plate No. B-38 (Page No. 80)

3. Facing direction (opening) South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On top of plateau or flat hill.

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.50m, Height from ground-2.0-2.5 m,

Depth-5.0m Depth of caving along bedding

plane-2.5m. Opening N-S from one side to

other side

6.  Type of shelter Pedestal type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if Smooth rocky floor, neat and clean good for

any. sitting.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Flat

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line Primitive line drawing

drawing (hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ Animal- deer

domestic or cultural activities/ wild or Domestic activities

domestic animals). Hunting and war scenes.

11. Colour used Orange and creams white

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Good

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –pinkish,

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and siliceous.
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14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding.

15.  Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N 200 E/V (tight on floor)

material/ tree growth. J2-N750 W/V (tight on floor )

16.  Status of weathering Fresh

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ Stable (block has been detached from floor or

failure if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, platform and ceiling of crown).

plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Good.

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, Good, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

Anthropogenic (man made sketching).

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment: Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.B-39

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. B-39

3. Facing direction (opening) South-North and North –South

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ mod. On top of plateau or flat hill.

slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-2.5 m,

Depth-5.0m Depth-10m. Opening N-S

from one side to other side

6. Type of shelter Cave type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Rocky floor covered with debris material

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, rectangular, Flat

flat, concave, convex, irregular, cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With paintings

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Line drawing

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or cultural Animal- Pigs

activities/ wild or domestic animals). Domestic activities- Ancient people

with domestic activities.

11. Colour used Haematetic red, Orange and creams white

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ good/ Good

poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –

composition, cement, etc. pinkish, thickly bedded, massive, hard

and siliceous.

14. Primary structures  Cross bedding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling --

material/ tree growth.
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16. Status of weathering Highly weathered with scaling, flaking

on ceiling.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Unstable: a medium size tree growth of

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane) Ficus, local name Bargad-Phefdee.

19. Vegetations growth around Good.

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Good, Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve

like acidic rainwater, moisture and

temperature changes etc.

Anthropogenic: man made carbon

smoke is deposited on ceiling of crown.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock
dumps

Seepage
marks

Spheroidal
weathering

Photo No. B-39

Shelter No. B-12: Cave Type
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Rock Shelter No.B-40

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No. ---

3. Facing direction (opening) North and South, two sided facing standing

like a water boat

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On top of plateau or flat hill.

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-7.5m, Height from ground-1.5m, Depth-

3.0m Depth of caving along bedding plane-2.0m

6. Type of shelter Pedestal type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Base filled with scree and debris.

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Uneven and pitted.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Very few painting ,faint, damage and

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or unrecognizable

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Haematetic red and orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –pinkish,

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour

banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N100E/SV (tight and on floor)

material/ tree growth. J2-N800 W/V

J3-N600E/V
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16. Status of weathering Highly weathered. Scaling and flaking on

ceiling and wall

17. Seepage on crown, wall, floor, roll back/ Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

through joints

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Poor

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Good, Lichen-green, yellow , orange, grey

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) and fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24. Any other information Two sided facing shelter standing like a water

boat.
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Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1. Previous no. if any Not found

2. Photo Plate No.  ---

3. Facing direction (opening) North and West (two sided facing standing

like a water boat)

4. Location w.r.t. topography (hill/ plateau/ On top of plateau or flat hill.

mod. slope/ gentle slope)

5. Dimension W/L-6.5m, Height from ground-1.0m, Depth-

3.0m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-1.0m

6. Type of shelter Pedestal type

7. Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if any. Base filled with scree material

8. Ceiling Shape: Semicircular, triangular, Uneven.

rectangular, flat, concave, convex, irregular,

cavity, oval.

9. Paintings presence With painting

10. Types of Paintings –decorative /line drawing Very few painting, faint, damage and

(hunting/ dancing/ fighting/ domestic or unrecognizable

cultural activities/ wild or domestic animals).

11. Colour used Orange

12. State of preservation: Excellent, very good/ Poor

good/ poor.

13. Lithology - colour, bed thickness, grain size, Medium grained sand stone, purplish –pinkish,

composition, cement, etc. thickly bedded, massive, hard and siliceous.

14. Primary structures Cross stratification with irregular colour banding

15. Joints, fractures (trend/ opening / filling J1-N100E/SV (tight and on floor)

material/ tree growth. J2-N800 W/V

J3-N600E/V



16. Status of weathering Highly weathered. Scaling and flaking on ceiling

and wall and crumbling along bedding joint

plane.

17. Status of seepage Traces of rain water on ceiling and wall.

18. Stability with reason (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ failure Stable

if any toppling, wedge, deslabing, plane)

19. Vegetations growth around Good (growth of big Ficus tree, local name is

Phefdee)

20. Accessibility (good / poor / inaccessible) Good

21. Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen-green, Lichen-green, good yellow , orange, grey and

yellow, orange, grey, black and fungi) fungi

22. Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic) Natural: multi-damaging factors involve like

acidic rainwater, moisture and temperature

changes etc.

23. Geotechnical Problems & Assessment : Remedial Measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Sl. No. Parameter Details

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-1

3 Shelter type Cave Type

4 Facing direction West

5 Location *w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 8.2m, H: 3.2 m, D: 8.6 m,

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular, step pattern due to bedding joints.

9 Paintings presence Wall

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men with swords in hand, chariot with

decorative/ line drawing) men walking behind.

11 Colors used Brownish red and white

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Good

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained, well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz present.

14 Primary structures Bedding joints present along the right

wall, seepage through the joint.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ Bedding joint at the bottom of right wall

filling material/ tree growth) with opening of 20 cm, seepage through

the joint

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom fresh, Crown slightly weathered but both the

*SW, MW, HW, soil) walls are MW, bottom highly weathered.

GAUTAMPUR GROUP OF ROCK SHELTER

Rock Shelter No.GS-1

*w.r.t. - with respect to

*SW -  Slightly weathered,    * MW -  Moderately Weathered,    HW - Highly Weathered
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17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through the bedding joint at the

bottom of right wall and roll backwater

from the crown

18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy growth around.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ Good

inaccessible)

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray colour

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and seepage

along the bedding joint at 3 ft height from the

ground at the right wall.

23 Geotechnical Problems & Remedial measures:

assessment :

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

2. Vegetal growth 2. Removal of vegetation.
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Concave shaped
ceiling

Dry marks of
roll back water

Relief joint

Photo No. GS-1

Photo No. GS-2

Shelter No. GS-1: Cave Type with Ceiling Concave Shaped
Dry Marks of Rollback Water at the Crown

Cantilever
projection

Painting

Shelter No. GS-2: Cave Cum Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No.GS-2

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. VII- GS-2 (Page No. 101)

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 6.0m, H: 2.0 m, D: 4.7 m, Depth

of caving: 2.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Semicircular.

9 Paintings presence On crown

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Hunting, Men on horses with swords in

decorative/ line drawing) hand, baby elephant.

11 Colors used Brownish red and white

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor, faint paintings

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained, sandstone well

sorted, siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ Bedding joint at the bottom.

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottomfresh, Crown slightly weathered but both the

SW, MW, HW, soil) walls are MW, bottom moderately weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through roll backwater from the

crown.
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18  Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy growth around.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ Good

inaccessible)

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray colour

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & Remedial measures:

assessment :

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

24 Any other information Roots of plants entering the bedding joint

at the bottom.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-3

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-3

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction North

5 Location w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 8.2m, H: 1.2 m, D: 5.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat

9 Paintings presence Crown

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Hunting (men on horses and elephants

decorative/ line drawing) with swords in their hands), horses,

buffaloes, elephants, goats

11 Colors used Brownish red and orange

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Excellent

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained, well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ N40W—SV, at the bottom.

filling material/ tree growth) Bedding joint at the bottom.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom fresh, Crown and wall highly weathered, bottom

SW, MW, HW, soil) moderately weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through roll backwater from the

crown and through the bedding joint at

the bottom.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy jungle around

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ Good

inaccessible)

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, orange, green, yellow colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and seepage

along the bedding joint. Chalk drawings

by the local people.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment : Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

23 Any other information Scaling at crown and at the right wall.

The shelter is at about 12ft from the ground.
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Dislodged
block

Yellow lichen

Dry marks of roll
back water

Photo No. GS-3

Photo No. GS-4A

Shelter No. GS-3: Blocks Getting Dislodged Along the Bedding
Plane Due to Rollback Water and Weathering Formation of

Yellow Colored Lichen on Rock Surface

Paintings getting
washed off  by roll
back water

Yellow colored
lichen

Shelter No. GS-4: Hood Type with Paintings in Brownish Red and
White Color Getting Damaged Due to Rollback Water Formation of

Yellow and Grey Colored Lichen on Rock Surface
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Rock Shelter No.GS-4

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-4A  (Page No. 106) & 4B

3 Shelter type Hood Type

4 Facing direction North-West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 9.10m, H: 3.15 m, D: 6.4 m, Depth

of caving: 3.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular.

9 Paintings presence Crown upto the bottom

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men on horses with swords, Men forming

decorative/ line drawing) a circle with sword in their hands,

farmer’s hull, Rangoli at the bottom.

11 Colors used Brownish red and white

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Good

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained sandstone well

sorted, siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ J-1 N40W-SV,

filling material/ tree growth) J-2 N55W-SV 2-4 cm open, seepage

J-3 E-W-SV, 2-5 cm open, roots of plants

at the bottom

J-4 N20E-SV, closed joint.
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16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottomfresh, Crown slightly weathered but both the

SW, MW, HW, soil) walls are MW bottom highly weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater from the

crown and from J-2 joint, scaling at the

right side wall.

18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy growth around.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ Good

inaccessible)

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, green and gray colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and seepage

along the bedding joint. Chalk drawings

by the local people.

23 Geotechnical Problems & Remedial measures:

assessment :

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.

23 Any other information A bargad plant with roots entering the RS

at the right side.
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Roots penetrating
along the joints

Photo No. GS-4B

Photo No. GS-5

Shelter No. GS-4: Damage Due to Penetration of Roots Along the Joints

Seepage along bedding
joint

Paintings getting washed off
due to roll back water and
seepage water

Deslabing

Shelter No. GS-5: Seepage Along Bedding
Joint and Rollback Water Causing Damage

to the Painting
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Rock Shelter No.GS-5

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-5 (Page No. 109)

3 Shelter type Cantilever.

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 4.0m, H: 2.9 m, D: 2.2 m, Depth

of caving: 1.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat, semicircular.

9 Paintings presence Front wall

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men walking with sword in hand,

decorative/ line drawing) chariot with men walking behind.

11 Colors used Red and white

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained sandstone well

sorted, siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ J-1 N 50 E-750 W

filling material/ tree growth) Bedding joint at the crown through

which seepage of water present.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown moderately weathered but both

SW, MW, HW, soil) the walls are SW, bottom moderately

weathered.
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17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through the bedding joint at the

crown and roll backwater from the crown

18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy jungle.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, green, orange and gray colour

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray, lichen

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

seepage along the bedding joint.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.

23 Any other information At the bottom along the bedding joint

roots of plants are penetrating.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-6

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-6

3 Shelter type Cantilever.

4 Facing direction North-West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On scarp (western scarp)

6 Dimension W/L: 8.10m, H: 4.0 m, D: 9.90 m,

Depth of caving: 2.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular.

9 Paintings presence Crown.

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men on horses with sword in hand,

decorative/ line drawing) farmers hull, man riding an elephant,

rangoli, white paintings not

recognizable.

11 Colors used Brownish red and white

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Good

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Light purple, fine grained, well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ J-1 N 60° W-SV open 8-9cm at left wall

filling material/ tree growth) J-2 N-S-SV open 28 cm, at the bottom

J-3 N 20° W-SV open 2cm at bottom,

Bedding joint at the bottom, through
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which deslabbing-taking place.

J-4 N 60° E-50° NW, tight joint.

J-5 E-W-SV open 0.5 feet at right side

of bottom.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall MW, bottom MW.

SW, MW, HW, soil)

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through the bedding at the

bottom, through J-I and J-5 joints and

roll backwater from the crown

18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, deslabbing at the bottom.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge, Bedding joint at the crown where plant

deslabbing, plane) growth is present.

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, yellow, orange colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

seepage along the bedding joint and J-1

and J-5 joints. Chalk drawings by local

people.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Paintings
showing the
war scene

Photo No. GS-6

Photo No. GS-7

Shelter No. GS-6: Paintings in Brownish-Red Color
Depicting the War Condition

Concave shap
ceiling

Shelter No. GS-7: Cave Cum Tunnel Type with Concave Shaped Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No.GS-7

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-7 (Page No. 114)

3 Shelter type Cave

4 Facing direction North-West and South-East

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau, near scarp

6 Dimension W/L: 3.0m, H: 1.0 m, D: 3.70 m, Depth

of caving: 2.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular.

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very ---

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures ---

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ ---

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall highly weathered,

SW, MW, HW, soil) bottom slightly weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater from the

crown and water enters the floor from

both the two openings at the bottom.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, black and green colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-8

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-8

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction East

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 1.4m, H: 1.0 m, D: 2.50 m,

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular.

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very ---

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures ---

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ ---

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and walls are highly weathered,

SW, MW, HW, soil) scaling at crown, bottom SW.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater from crown.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ Stable.

failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good [lichen Good, yellow, orange colour lichen
(green, yellow, orange, gray, black) or
fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment : Remedial measures:
1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Flat ceiling

Photo No. GS-8

Photo No. GS-9

Shelter No. GS-8: Cantilever Type with Ceiling Flat

Concave
ceiling

Shelter No. GS-9: Cantilever Type with Ceiling Concave
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Rock Shelter No.GS-9

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-9

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau, near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 3.0m, H: 1.2 m, D: 3.50 m, Depth

of caving: 1.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very ---

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures ---

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ Bedding joint

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown highly weathered with scaling,

SW, MW, HW, soil) wall and bottom moderately weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage at right wall.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray colour

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-10

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-10

3 Shelter type Pedeatal and cave type (multideck)

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp

6  Dimension W/L: 3.80m, H: 2.0 m, D: 3.20 m,

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very good/ ---

good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures ---

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ N 75° E-SV at bottom.

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown of shelter in ground floor

SW, MW, HW, soil) moderately weathered, with scaling.

First deck -Crown H.W, bottom of both

SW.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ tilt/ Stable.

failure if any - toppling, wedge, deslabbing,

plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy area.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good [lichen Good, gray, orange colour lichen

(green, yellow, orange, gray, black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Photo No. GS-10

Photo No. GS-11

Shelter No. GS-10: Multideck (Pedestal and Cave) Type.

Shelter No. GS-11: Pedestal Type with Ceiling Irregular Formation of
Grey and Yellow Colored Lichen on Rock Surface
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Rock Shelter No.GS-11

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-11(Page No. 124)

3 Shelter type

4 Facing direction North-East

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 4.0m, H: 1.7 m, D: 3.50 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very ---

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sanstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Cross bedding

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ N 80° E-SV

filling material/ tree growth) N 15° W-SV, both the joints at bottom.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom- Crown SW with deposition (gray

fresh, SW, MW, HW, soil) colour), bottom SW.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor)  ---
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, orange colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-12

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-12

3 Shelter type

4 Facing direction South

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 12.0m, H: 7.0 m, D: 5.30 m,

Depth of caving: 1.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat ceiling

9 Paintings presence Crown.

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men, deer.

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used Brown.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, medium to fine grained sandstone

well sorted, siliceous cementing, mostly

quartz present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15  Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ N 55° E-SV tight to 1cm open.

filling material/ tree growth) Bedding joint

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall MW, bottom highly

SW, MW, HW, soil) weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, deslabbing and scaling at the

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge, crown.

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray green colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Irregular
ceiling

Photo No: VI
Photo No. GS-12

Photo No. GS-13

Shelter No. GS-12: Cave Type with Ceiling Flat/Irregular

Concave a
irregular c

Shelter No. GS-13: Hood Type with Ceiling Concave/Irregular. Seepage
along the Joint and Dry Marks of Rollback Water at the Crown
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Rock Shelter No.GS-13

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. GS-13 (Page No. 129)

3 Shelter type Hood

4 Facing direction South

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 7.0m, H: 1.6 m, D: 2.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Concave and Irregular

9 Paintings presence (W/WO) and Crown.

position (crown/ wall)

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Bison

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used Brown.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, medium to fine grained, well

sorted, siliceous cementing, mostly

quartz present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ J-1 N 600 E-SV 2-4 cm open.

filling material/ tree growth) J-2 N 550 W-SV, tight joint.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall MW with scaling,

SW, MW, HW, soil) bottom moderately weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage through J-1 & J-2 joint.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, deslabbing.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Poor.

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, green colour

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-14

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) LJW-C5

2 Photo Plate No. ---

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 13.50m, H: 3.50 m, D: 5.50 m,

Depth of caving: 1.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat.

9 Paintings presence Crown and front wall.

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men riding horses with sword in hand,

decorative/ line drawing) deer, rangoli, wild boar, men with water pots.

11 Colors used Red, white, black.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Good.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ N 20° E-SV at crown

filling material/ tree growth) Bedding joint at the bottom.

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall MW with black and

SW, MW, HW, soil) white coating on the surface. Bottom

highly weathered.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Seepage due to roll backwater, and

through bedding joint.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, green, yellow, orange

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray, colour lichen

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

anthropogenic.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-15

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. ---

3 Shelter type Oval

4 Facing direction South

5 Location w.r.t. topography On plateau near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 3.70m, H: 2.80 m, D: 2.60 m,

Depth of caving: 1.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Semicircular.

9 Paintings presence Crown.

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men, wild boar.

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used Red, white.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottomfresh, Crown and wall HW, with scaling at the

SW, MW, HW, soil) crown, bottom M.W.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) ---

18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)
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19 Vegetation growth around Bushy.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ Good

inaccessible)

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, yellow, orange colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

anthropogenic.

23 Geotechnical Problems & Remedial measures:

assessment:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved for

controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-16

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. ---

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction West

5 Location w.r.t. topography On slope near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 7.50m, H: 2.0 m, D: 9.50 m,

Depth of caving: 2.0 m

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Irregular.

9 Paintings presence ---

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ ---

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used ---

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very ---

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures ---

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ ----

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall HW, with scaling and

SW, MW, HW, soil) black coating, bottom filled with rocky

boulders.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Roll backwater from the crown.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, tilted in east direction.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy jungle.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, yellow, green colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-17

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No.  ---

3 Shelter type Cantilever

4 Facing direction South

5 Location w.r.t. topography On slope near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 21.0m, H: 6.30 m, D: 7.0 m,

7  Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat, irregular

9 Paintings presence Crown and wall

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Not recognizable.

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used Red, white.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Poor.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained sandstone well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ Bedding joints

filling material/ tree growth)

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall HW, with black coating

SW, MW, HW, soil) on the surface, bottom MW.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Through bedding joints and roll

backwater.
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18 Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, tilted in east direction.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy jungle.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, yellow, green colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

anthropogenic.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.
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Rock Shelter No.GS-18

Sl. Parameter Details

No.

1 Previous No. (if any) ---

2 Photo Plate No. ---

3 Shelter type Cantilever.

4 Facing direction South

5 Location w.r.t. topography On slope near scarp.

6 Dimension W/L: 12.0m, H: 7.0 m, D: 6.20 m,

7 Description of floor

8 Shape of ceiling Flat, irregular.

9 Paintings presence On front wall.

10 Types of paintings (hunting/ dancing/ Men, horse, monkey.

decorative/ line drawing)

11 Colors used White.

12 State of preservation (excellent/ very Good.

good/ good/ poor)

13 Lithological description Purple, fine grained, well sorted,

siliceous cementing, mostly quartz

present.

14 Primary structures Current bedding.

15 Joints/fractures (trend/ dip/ opening/ J-1 N - S - SV, 2m length, 2cm open

filling material/ tree growth) J-2 E - W - SV, 3m length, 5cm open

16 Weathering (wall, crown, bottom-fresh, Crown and wall HW, with black &

SW, MW, HW, soil) white colored coating and with scaling,

bottom MW.

17 Seepage (crown, wall, floor) Through roll backwater and J-1 & J-2

joint.
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18  Stability with reasons (tree/ fracture/ Stable, tilted northerly.

tilt/ failure if any - toppling, wedge,

deslabbing, plane)

19 Vegetation growth around Bushy jungle.

20 Accessibility (good/ poor/ inaccessible) Good

21 Microbial growth: excellent, good Good, gray, yellow, green colour lichen

[lichen (green, yellow, orange, gray,

black) or fungi]

22 Damage (natural / anthropogenic) Natural due to roll backwater and

anthropogenic.

23 Geotechnical Problems & assessment: Remedial measures:

1. Roll back water. 1. Suitable method should be evolved

for controlling roll back water.










